THE INTELLIGENT TRAINING REVOLUTION
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THE VISION
As a former competitive athlete in football and athletics, sport is my passion. Although the
expectations in this field are enormously high, sport always gives me a certain security and
the belief that I can do anything. To this day, I benefit in all areas of my life from hard training,
discipline and the resulting top performance.
Now, not everyone has the opportunity or the need to have this experience with competitive sport. However, people yearn for a supportive component that gives them stability in a
variety of situations, both physically and psychologically. Very few people think of physical
and mental fitness - although these are the pillars of our performance in every phase of our
existence.
So how do I overcome the hurdle of getting my body in shape and then having fun doing it?
Often I lack the necessary motivation, the right training equipment or the right training programme.
That is why I have always had the dream of a concept that turns sport into an experience
with which training can be playful and yet targeted. A training system that is fun, challenging and motivating - that simply makes you want more.
To be healthy, fit and powerful „effortlessly“, so to speak.

Nikolai Petro
Graduate computer scientist,
trained Personal-Trainer and Speed-Coach
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Core competencies:
Business processes, software solutions, APPs
Fitness and athletic training

… BORN OUT OF PASSION …
My additional passion is technology. What does that have to do with sport?
Here, too, my motto is: „anything is possible“.
As the owner of a young, innovative software company, my aspiration is to
bring technology into harmony with sporting experiences - and to do so at
the highest level and on the premise of combining physical and cognitive
challenges.
Our enthusiasm for sports and our love for our profession in research and
information technology inspired my team and me to professionally set up
exactly this training system.
With SpeedLetiX, we have succeeded in developing a revolutionary product
that is a new challenge for body and mind. Our high-tech system is right at
the tunes of the times and serves as an optimal complement to previous training options.
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SPEEDLETIX
With the digital transformation, the sporting needs of
mankind are also changing, which poses new challenges
for the entire sports and fitness industry. This is exactly the
gap we are closing with SpeedLetiX - a high-tech training
arena equipped with the latest sensor technology and a
powerful software solution.

MADE IN GERMANY
A holistic training concept that improves physical fitness
fitness (coordination, agility, speed, endurance, strength) and
cognitive performance with the help of a digital approach.
Complex movement patterns from everyday life, work
and sport are specifically transferred to the training and
continuously improved, in the spirit of purpose-oriented
training.
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BE FASTER • BE SMARTER • BE BETTER
•

Selection of different levels of difficulty for beginners, advanced athletes, professional athletes

•

Recording, checking and precise evaluation of all movement sequences on the
training surface: reaction time, speed, distance, celerate, movement patterns, etc.

•

Independent training control by athletes, or as personal training with a Coach:
precise analysis of training execution and monitoring of goal achievement

•

No age restriction: suitable for young and old

•

Can be used for individual, group and team training

•

Automatic creation of cross-facility ranking and high score lists as a playful incentive.
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HIGHTECH TRAINING
Tablet and SpeedLetiX club version with RFID processing:
Local registration at the arena and stationary operation of training activities.
Multilingual SpeedLetiX app with state-of-the-art cloud technology:
Mobile control of the training system via smartphone with maximum user comfort
Scalable training area with high-tech sensors for area monitoring, easy to integrate
into small and large premises
Powerful PC console for provision and visual playback of training programmes on a
training programmes on a 65“ screen or beamer
Video system with camera monitoring for training analysis:
Training monitoring, continuous improvement, control of goal achievement
Individual design by the user:
Creation and storage of own movement patterns and training programmes Große
Large selection of different training programmes and continuous development with
immediate access via app.
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A TRAINING ARENA ADAPTED TO YOUR REQUIREMENTS
HARDWARE

FLEXIBLY APPLICABLE

With four design variants in different sizes, all options are available to you in terms of space.

The training surface additionally differs in the number of sensors and thus offers
a wide range of training patterns and evaluation possibilities.

SX 4

Size:

4 x 4 Meter
16 m²

SX 6

SX 5

5 x 5 Meter
25 m²

6 x 6 Meter
36 m²

SX 8

8 x 8 Meter
64 m²

can be comined
Variant:

BASIC

PRO

MASTER

Single Monitoring

Partial Monitoring

Full Monitoring
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BENEFIT FROM YOUR OWN SPEEDLETIX MODEL
DESIGN VARIATIONS
Individual design for your training space
Flexible or fixed installation, depending on the
space available
Advertising space, e.g. for sponsoring (digital/
print) as an additional source of income
Advertising via social media
Production of your own advertising spot

PRINT ADVERTISEMENT

DIGITAL ADVERTISEMENT

ADVERTISING THROUGH
SOCIAL MEDIA

AD SPACE

AD SPACE
AD SPACE

AD SPACE

AD SPACE
AD SPACE
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High-score posts in the social media channels make
the print advertising visible and provide a further
advertising effect.

AREAS OF APPLICATION
•

Fitness facilities

•

Cross Training / Personal Gym

•

Professional and club sports

•

Corporate fitness facilities

•

Sports and conference hotels

•

Schools and health facilities

•

Physiotherapy and rehabilitation sports

•

Public facilities

•

Authorities and organisations

YOUR BENEFITS
Complementing or expanding your training and
service offer

Positioning in the market and competitive advantage through digitalisation

Expansion of the target group approach

New customers and cooperations
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TRAIN WITH SPEEDLETIX
Every functional chain is as strong as its weakest link. For many people, the trunk
muscles are this weak link.

GOALS
Strong power centre through strong core muscles
Performance development through fun in training
Improved performance both in everyday life and
in sporting competition
Reduction and prevention of injuries and posture
problems

EFFECTS
Improvement of all (sports) motor skills (strength, endurance, speed, mobility,
coordination).
At the same time, brain training = increase in mental performance
Stress reduction and reduction of overload
Increase in fat burning and activation of the fat metabolism
Increasing the ability to react and the security in movement execution
Improvement of agility, fine motor skills and basic stability
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TRANSLATING VISUAL PERCEPTION INTO PHYSICAL MOVEMENT
Ultimately, it is the combination of technical, digital precision and the multitude of individual training programmes that
make SpeedLetiX a unique experience.

Speed and agility
Precision/fine motor skills
Orientation
Movement amplitudes and movement speeds
Decision quality
Reaction performance

Running and Sprinting
Jumping / Plyometric Training
Change of direction
Deceleration (Stop and Go)
Tapping
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MINI HURDLE
Smooth and dynamic overrunning of low obstacles. Training of specific step patterns with feedback of speed
STEPPER
Training of general fitness and condition (thighs,
buttocks, cardiovascular system cardiovascular
system and increase calorie consumption). Frequency measurement
SLALOM BALLS
Technical training of sequences of movements
and steps, especially footwork and body position.
Speed and position can be determined.
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YOUR ADVANTAGES AT A GLANCE
•

Absolute competitive advantage through unique customer attraction

•

Area monitoring that registers all contacts with the mat

•

Training of the future, technological innovation

•

•

Increase your visibility by including your studio in our „In APP“ search engine
to find the nearest training arena

Can be controlled independently by the customer via APP, no additional
staff required (can be used without a trainer).

•

Integration of your studio in our social media marketing, passive increase of
your publicity

•
•

Training programmes can be individually combined, own programme
composition by the client.

•

Additional possibility for personal trainer to control and analyse the workout

•

Advertising platform for customers and sponsors - print / digital

•

•

Individual design with your own logo and background

Individually programmable, scalable and expandable through additional
modules (both software and hardware)

•

Flexible sizes suitable for any space requirement, quick and easy to integrate

•

Worldwide high score lists to motivate your clients

•

Price flexibility, depending on size and variant of space monitoring

•

Automatic video recording for training analysis and fair representation of the
high score lists

•

Purchase or leasing - you decide!

•

Effective and fast training in short HIIT units with an average workout time of
15 to 30 minutes!
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SPEEDLETIX –
MARKETING UND TRAINING
MARKETING PACKAGES:

TRAININGS:

•

Flyer / information sheet for
the athletes

•

One hour kick-off event for you as operator and your athletes

•

Rollup and banner

•

User training (use and training possibilities) for operators

•

Social media posts

•

Explanatory videos for athletes
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SpeedLetiX GmbH
Hurterstraße 2
87700 Memmingen
Germany
Phone: +49 8331 8338 406
Mobile: +49 170 781 549 0
kontakt@speedletix.com
www.speedletix.com

